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THE WISDOM AND FOOLISHNESS OF GOD 

d. taJlCe h divi l' the IS t e ivme ighr" and "not itself the light"-so long as ~ 
between the wisdom in God's foolishness and the wisdom of the310 

l h ~~ are not co. lapsed-then the Reformed tradition has t e the 
"reason, moralize and historicize "59 And this is the case when[ ·n 

' . · Ca "1' Reformed tradition takes its guidance from the catechet1~ hich 
for whom "life ... is about questions [that] are raised," in ·wd 

0f h " c . "one kin t e answer tor human knowing" is found only in f 
00r 

knowledge," namely, "that we may know the majesty 0 

Creator."60 rth 
. . here :Ba In light of this, AT is an example of this in action, w jst:lY 

. " s prec Interprets Paul's notion of "wisdom" and "foolishness a . 
13~ h · · . 1 · steJ!llC , t · e way in which those questions about the mora -ept ]edge': 

are raised and, indeed, answered in the "one kind of know. ed by 
k . . . . h /oci talS nowing the majesty of the crucified Christ, That t e · ely, 
the notions of "wisdom" and "foolishness" in chapters 1-z--na~que 

k ur11 knowledge, morality, and eschatology-could provo e d paul's 
· · h · plate msig ts is something that captivated Barth as he contern 
First Letter to the Corinthians. 

59. lbid.; ET, 83. 
60. Ibid., 131-33; ET, 93-94, 97. 
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The Word of the Cross in the Conflict of 
Interpretive Power: On the Genealogy of 
'rheology Deriving from the Spirit of 

Pauline Rhetoric 

Philipp Stoellger 

1'o beg· di · · · b . tn: whenever "Paul" is mentioned hereafter, a istmcnon is 
~g d b lllade betw h 1 • .: l p ul who can be reconstructe y h· een t e nistonca a . , 

"" tstotians, the b'bf: l p 1 of the canonical texts of the New lest 1 1ca . au . . . 
atnent d h . 1 h · being constituted in inte ' an t e imaginary Pau , w o is 

sai tpretations as well as in religious and institutional use, as the 
th,•~.'U]t figure, official and theological notma notmans. Therefore, 

iEfetentiation of Paul is threefold, and it is impossible to ascribe 
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THE WISDOM AND FOOLISHNESS OF GOD 

a unity of being t h h fi 0 t ese t ree gures. What follows is thus ttol 
concerned with th . ] 

e presentation of results derived from the cextua 
sources, but merel . h . . . 

. Y wit systematic questions and their discussion-in 
particular with h b , 

t e pro lematization of the imaginary Paul 5 
momentum in h · · . . hi 

. . IS mterpretrve power (Deutungsmacht) and 15 
potential impact. 

Faith In the Word's Power of Interpretation 

One of the most . h' 
h h astom, mg common ways of thinking is to believe 
t at t e mere naked d all 

ki wor possesses power and efficacy-theologic Y 
spea mg, to arg b 1· h 

ue, e ieve, hope, and love "solo verbo," That is t e 
case, first and f 
h oremost, of the Word of God derived from Christ as 
t e Word incarnate b . . 1 ' 
b . ' ut it is a so true of the word of the cross as a 
asic formulation f p 1· h 
f h 1 · 0 au me t eology-and so on. For the genealogy 0 t eo ogy it sirn I I . P Y means: In the beginning was the word-narne Y 

m every moment of h b . . k 
hi t e egmnmg, when someone begins to spea ' 

opens is mouth a d d f th l ' n ares to say something. The long chain o · e 
ogos runs from the b · · d 

egmnmg of the world via incarnation cross, an 
resurrection past p ' 1 ) 

. entecost up to the "hie et nunc," This (apparent 1 
uninterrupted contin . f " h " f 
i . uity 0 t e logos serves as genealogy 0 
nterpret1ve power hi h 1 . d ,, 
Wh ' w ic ays claim to a word "in the name of Go · 

oever dares to sp k l . f 
G d I ea tru Y• worthily, and fittingly in the narne 0 0 P aces oneself in h · · . . · 

cl t is contmu1ty, claims it as an authorizauon 111 
or er to say someth. . . 
· id mg, to let it be heard and seen in the manner it 
is sai . But who is th ki . h 

h 
en spea mg is far from obvious. Ultimately, t e 

one w o should b k' . 
th· e spea mg is the one who is brought to speech; but 

is one can onl s k h . . 
b · l Y spea t rough the voice of others the voice that 15 
emg enr to the on h d ' h 

. e w o ares to speak in his name. Without sue 
a seemingly absurd , d . 
Ch . . au aciousness there would be no verbum pmeset15• 

nst1anity there£ . . a 
' · ore, is not a scnpture- or book-religion but 
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!Vorel-religion that trusts in and relies on the interpretive power of 
the "viva vox." Thus, the rule "sine vi humana, sed verbo," or more 
Precisely, in English, "not by human force, but only by the Word 
of God" (Augsburg Conjession, art. 28), applies to the -Christian 
proclamation. Within Protestantism this has become the normative 
creedal statement and theologically a critical principle: to rely, 
Without any force or power, on the Word, in faith, love, a~d hope 
that it will be efficient ubi et quando visum est Deo, "where and when it 
pleases God." The ecclesiastical as well as the theological renunciation 
of force is based on the belief in the power of the word (Wortmacht). 
. Christianity, therefore, is the rhetorical religion par excellence, 
insof: · . 1 d h " · 1 " . ar as rt puts its trust in the word a one-an t us not on Y 
in Christ alone but in every word that someone dares to speak in 
his n h d' · · . 1 ame. It can only depend on t e wor s mte1pret1ve powet. 
l'herefore, it should not be overlooked that from Scripture through 
Confession (Bekenntnis) to proclamation and sacrament, the power of 

the Word (Wortmacht), the interpretive power of the word, meaning 
this medium, is relied upon without ceasing. What this means, and 
how · . · b d · it is to be understood, remams to e seen- esptte any 
hermeneutics of suspicion targeting rhetoric or religion. In order 
to clarify that a heimeneutic of rhetoric-here, more precisely, of p . , 
auhne rhetoric-is needed. In the beginning was the word, and the 

!Vorel became flesh. and became word of the cross and proclamation and 
theo[o · - · d · b ? Th I igy-m surrt: rhetoric. What else oes It ecome. · eo ogy, 
incl d· · f h · h u tng Paul's theology, forms itself rom t e start usmg t e 
Wisdo f · I · · h d · 1· m o the world· more precise y, usmg t e wor -wise om 
(Won · h ' · fJ ' · d h Weis eit) called rhetoric. The same 1s true o esus wor s, as t e 
Parables indicate. But Jesus as rhetorician would be a different topic. 

1.1 ... ••lages and . 1 
visua.] aspects would deserve to be srudied as we! · 
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THE WISDOM AND FOOLISHNESS OF GOD 

"Interpretive Power": Towards a Definition 

.. 

Faith in the word relies on its interpretive power. That is my opening 
thesis. A clarification, even a provisional one, of what I mean by 
''interpretive power" or "power of interpretation" (Deutungsmacht) is 
in order. As a first approximation, I will say this: interpretive power 
means 1 · · · g. ettmg something be seen through speaking and showin 
letting it be seen in such a way that the addressees see it in the sa.rne 
way as it was said and shown. lt ultimately aims to make rhem see 
so that they, too, may act, feel, think, and live accordingly. 'fhe 
unfat~omable question is then: Can interpretive power go as far as 
enabling belief or even producing faith? 

In a second step, let me express things differently, moving wward 
a definition· · · . ·1y to . · interpretive power rs, on a personal level, the capaa · 
interpret and · dd· · ld · n· at 

' in a mon,_ to wie power through interpretanv ' 
a nonrpersonal 1 l · · h t or eve, It is t e power or the possibility to interpre 
to gain power through interpretation, furthermore it is, medially, the 
possibility and the . t . . l ,rr, f . . d t ,.-ally po entia e,;;.cacy o an interpretation an , sttuc "'' 
(or modally) the p 1. . . (or the • ower to enact or rea ize an interpretation 
power to negate it, in analogy with the concept of power). froJll 
the standpoint f h . . . . . b aces o t e ongmator of the mrerpreranon, it em r 
everything fro h · ehe . · rn t e power to present all the way to gemng 
point across. From the standpoint of the addressee, it is the power to 
recognize (int · t'f!/15 erpret1ve power is here understood using the gene 1 
obiecti1)us) Th . h an 
. · e power to interpret does not clarify ow · 
Interpretation can itself become powerful (going against already 
recognized ones). And so this needs to be added: interpretive power is 
also the power f · h · ..nav o an interpretation int e genetivus subieaivus+i: 1'' 1 

depend on the addressee's attention or recognition, on the media and 
technologies ( h . ) are· speec , picture, or on how convincing arguments 
The power to · . ll d d . d · · rio!l interpret usua y epen s on a recognize insutU 

THE WORD OF THE CROSS IN CONFLICT 

or order (i.e., a church, science, a constitutional court). But an 
interpretation can also, exceptionally, have extraordinary effects that 
go against recognized institutions, disturbing, expanding, reforming, 
or revolutionizing them (to the point of a genesis of a new order: e.g., 
the New Testament, the Reformation). 
lnte1pretive power, specifically, has the capacity to enable and realize 

(or to negate) through interpretation, not through enforc.ement, 
dotnination, and force. Interpretation may at times occur using 
enforcernent, violence, and for the sake of domination, of course, 
and it rnay render necessary the critique of interpretive power. 

Furthermore, we may note that interpretive power may also have 
weakening effects; it may open things up or seem powerless, which 
tnay call for support, encouragement, and promotion of interpretive 
Power. Because of that intrinsic ambiguity, a decision can only take 
place in specific social, cultural, historical, and other similar situations. 

Faith in the word trusts in its inteipretive power, that is, faith relies on 
~he coherence of the chain of logos-beginning with God via Christ 
tn the Spirit on to Paul, Luther, and in all eternity. Certainly, not 
everybody bets on this, but all those who work with and subsist on 
Words do. Even God did not wish, or was not able, to act in any other 
way than to create the world through God's Word, to reveal God's 
Will in the words of the law, to Jet God's Word become flesh and to 
let us be justified "solo verbo,' by the word alone. 
l'hereby enters the power of the word, which hermeneutically is 

Usually kept latent-its interpretive power is where interpretation and 
Power intersect. ln this light, the conflict in Corinth appears as· a 
conflict over interpretive power (Deu.tungsmachtkonfiikt). This places 
a heavy burden on hermeneutics: the chiasm between the power 
of the word (Macht des Wortes) and the word of power (Wort der 
Mache) needs to be addressed, as does the power of semantics and 
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THE WISDOM AND FOOLISHNESS OF GOD 

the semantics of power. Like power, God is not readily, immediately 
~ccessible, otherwise God would be unable to act, speechless, or 
ineffective. Therefore, neither God nor cross nor Paul can relinquish 
the word-with the consequence that they each have to rely on the 
power of the word. But does this mean that whoever has the word 
has the power (and vice versa)? 

The Source of the Word's Power 

That · · d" raises a cu nous question: Who or what empowers "the wor ' 
originally the Word of God? The classical answer, following the logic 
of the origin, is: it is empowered by its originator, God, thus also, 
eventually, by the king, the pope, the president, and the preacher. 
The wager on the word is then: the word became spirit) and the charisrttil 
became ministry. "Strictly speaking," it should be always the origin 
or originator whose power becomes effective in the word, as long 
~s the continuity of this chain is not being disrupted, be it Rorna!l 
in the form of the ministry, or Protestant in the form of doctrine· 
But such a chain of interpretive legitimation (Deu.t1mgsermächtigut1g) 
does not pro id I · hi g iS . Vt e astmg reassurance. It presumes that everyr in 

in order and that whoever adheres to this order will be all right· 
Whoever sp k . · d · d · d · k · hdY ea s Ille or inatus, or ame ritually, must spea rig 
and truthfully H h b . . . ·nee · ere t ere can e no simple talk of the ongm. sr 
there is a de · · d di . . . h der nvat1on an issipanon of power commg out oft e or 
or institutio Th' · . . · o!l n. ts ts so prevalent and powerful, even as a d1ss1pat1 
and derivation A h . b . of · s t e questions ecorne more specific, the power 
the word (as 11 f h h . ) . b]e. we as o t e or er media becomes more noucea 
It should be 1· h . b eJ1 . unsett mg t at in the power of the word that has e 
given by G d ( h d co o or, as t e case may be, that has been attribute 
God), the power that is intrinsic to the word as well as to language is 
always simultaneously at work. 

THE WORD OF THE CROSS IN CONFLICT 

lt is by no means certain that "God" and "word" always work 
together peacefully, as the usage of the "Word of God" shows. Part of 
the intrinsic dynamic 0[ the medium "word" has to do with its how, 
considering how "available" it is (in rhetoric, performance, -staging) 
and how unavailable it also is (contingency, interpretation by others, 
other interpretations). Thus the "Word of God," to which some 
refer as a charismatic, "powerful word" (Wortmacht), is understc;)Od by 
others only as a spiritless "word of power" (Machtwort) that must be 
Critic· :I . · 1zeL accordingly. 

The lnescapability of Rhetoric 

Nevertheless, in a conflict, and in a conflict over interpretive power, 
referring to the long chain of logos going from God to the current 

Word is of little help because everyone can refer to it, for good or for 
ill. Therefore, all that remains is to trust in the power of the word 
(Wortmacht), instead of claiming a divine word of power (Machtwort). 
'Whoever expects "signs and wonders" will be disappointed and will 
find sofa vetba, only words. But the power of the word is mostly 
Pres d · · · · F h · · .erve in a latent way from too many mqumes. or w oevet is 
asking questions here raises questions about the crucial basic trust 
of f:' h ·d A h . · ait , that is, about the Word of God as wo1 . . ermeneutics 
of rhetoric therefore cannot allow the rhetorical form of the power 

of the Word (Wortmacht) to remain latent; it needs to make manifest 

and explicit what is supposed to remain hidden. The medium known 
as rhetoric has to make its own mediality invisible in order not 
to er h · · I · 11 h · as · Here hermeneutics becomes cnncai: it a ows somet mg, 
Wh.ich h bl · or erwise would be stable, to become unsta e. 

1'h· . . [ . ' is should not to be confused with a hermeneutic o suspicion, 
.as if rhetoric were an indecent matter per se and whoever talks of 
Paut· h b hi · 1·b · · s r etoric would declare the apostle to e a sop isnc t ernne. 
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THE WISDOM AND FOOLISHNESS OF GOD 

~uch. fallacies have been spread by the Enlightenment as well as 
Y dia!ectical theology-and, surprisingly, in their suspicion wward 

rhetonc cultu I 1 . . . nd ' ra -protestants as wel as dialectical theologians a 
certain Lutherans ·k· l . . ·1 h d self are stn mg y sirm ar. W oever istances one 
(usi~~ rhetoric) from rhetoric can confidently place it under a general 
suspicion Ho h . . re · Wever, sue. misconceptions are not shared anyrn° 
~mong exegetes, church historians, practical theologians, or people 
Interested · 1 · · d · s 

rn re igiou, pe agogy. And yet systematic theologian 
often continu h Id · b he e to o on to it. One reason for this could e t 
presupposition that whoever speaks of rhetoric loses sight of the 
truth-question, as if one were bound to follow a (half-understood) 
Nietzsche and l hi . . · its et sop ism triumph in the end, perhaps even IP 
revenant form f d . . · IC 0 econstruct1on. Res, non verbat, "the thing 1tse 
not wo d 1 " · h l ~ . r s., ts t e battle cry, the "power of truth" or "of 011e 
ts the orh · d f h' b er, mstea o mere power of word (Wortmacht), w 1' 
smacks of rhet · Th · . · ·h ws · one. . e simple answer to this would be: rhetoric .s 0 
what is the matt . (" S h . . . . ) c it . et was ac e ist, zeigt die Rhetonk" . Thererore, 
is unavoidable 1 hi is to re Y on the power of words+rheologically, t 15 
perfectly leg· t' 'f h 1 lhlate 1 t e word of the cross is being discussed. 
Eberhard Jüngel · " h ful fi dleS.S . wmes: T e merci God who justi es go 

man is a sneak· G d"2 h h · (a 
· r · ing o . T e background metaphor of this t esis 

thesis related t · as 
. . 0 creation as well as soteriology) is thus as discreet 
It is sure to b h d G d . . . rd . . e ear : o as rhetor-just as m the forensic wo 
of JUstification th · . . . , of 

e smner is declared nghteous. Jüngel's way 
grounding th· h · ( h . ) nd 
h .us t esis a t esis that is anything but self-evident a 
t at theologi . 1 h b l' . · he . . ca yper o e is remarkably profane: "Speech is r 
onginal unity f . d · a 0 sensation and spirit. "3 Does this mean Go 15 

2. Eberhard J ünge] Das 1' . . /iche11 
Glaubens (Tübin, . E angelrum voii der Rechifertig11r1g des Gottlosen als Zentrum des chnsl IJ.S· 
Jeffi-ey Ca ze (E~n. Mohr, 1999), 169; ET,j11stification: The Heart of tire Clrristia11 Faitlr. era 

3. Ibid., 173.y r inburgh: T&T Clark, 2001). 
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rhetor because God's spirit cannot be without the body of the Word? 
Or that, were there no spirit, God would be without senses? Is the 
Power of God originally the power of the sense-related Word? Did 
God become Word because, without it, God could not be God? 
Did Goel become word because God had to be S,uch in order to be 
discerned, effective, and powerful among us? Would a wordless God 
ttot be God-and would a godless word not be word? God and word 
become disturbingly indistinguishable. 

'The Powerlessness of the Cross and the Power of the "Word of 
the Cross" 

In. any case, what sort of power is at work here becomes ambiguous 
and · · fi · · 1s in need of clarification. The rst answer was: mterpret1ve 
Power, and so a chiasm between power and semantics as well as 
between word and power. But whose interpretive power is at work 
here? The power of the "word alone," meaning the power of this 
tnediurn? If this is already problematic with regard to God and the 
Word-that is, knowing whether that power is possibly derived, a 
loan f h · · 1 · · ro111 the power of the word-t en 1t 1s no ess important to 
ask the same question about the relationship between the cross and 
the· f I · b Word. I£ the cross was the climax o power essness, tt ecame 
Powetful in the word of the cross, so that in the judgment (the 
Jllstification judgment) it would become powe1fully effective. ls thus 
~ea f · ·· · Postolic word of the cross a word o power, an overpowenng 
of th , th · d "b Go e .powerless cross, or is it the empowerment, au . onze .Y 

d himself," of the cross as event of salvation? If this were tfie 
case . cl. · h f ' Would the word of the cross not be contra 1ctmg t e event o 
tevel · . b · ·· . at1on m powerlessness? ls what became apparent su cont1m w, 

in. all powerlessness, to be attested su.b contradictione, with all the 
~w · · b er of the apostolic word of power? Or 1s any competing etween 
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THE WISDOM AND FOOLISHNESS OF GOD 

powerlessness and power sublimated in the medium of the word's 
interp.retive power? 

This should be the crucial hope, namely, that in the word of the 
cross the claim to power vanishes for the sake of the crucified one. 
But whoever says "word" is already entangled in the agon of the 
powers. The confüct in Corinth is the paradigmatic manifestatioll 
of that fact. To envision power as the medium of the "princes" and 
powers of this world would be an unfortunate simplification. The 
question is more complex: How is, and which, power is used b! 
whom, and for what purpose-and who, by following them and their 
pretension, empowers those claiming power? Put simply: whether 
the word of the cross occurs as word of power or just as the power of 
word that is genuinely open to being contradicted, remains exposed 
to the objection: Ecce veroum, "here is the word." Whoever seeks• 

using words of power, to eliminate the possibility of contradicdo.11 
and the semantic fragility misses the main point. 

In Paul's confüct with his opponents it becomes dear how not 
only God and the crucified one, but also theology, lives from the 
power of the word-with a latent deeper meaning where it leans 
on the power of God's Word, if not more. And that can lead co 
deceit. As Gerhard Ebeling put it: "Talking about God, something 
from whi h · 1 d Jue 

IC a parncu ar measure of power should be expecte 
to the object one is talking about, is on the one hand uncommonlY 
susceptible of distorsion, which can be endowed with the fascination 
for domination, or on the other hand with a defencelessness and 
weakness in which the specific power of speaking about God is 
hidden. How difficult it is, however, to trust in this hidden power!''+ 
With that the problem concerning what renders a religious or 
theological interpretation "in the name of God" powerful is by no 

4. Gerhard Ebel' D · . . • . . 
ing, ogmatrk des chrntlrche11 Glaubens (Tubmgen: Mohr, 1987), 1:163. 
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tneans resolved, but it has been discerned and named (without being 
subsequently banned). The contours of an aspect that belongs to 
Christology appear: since the Pauline rhetoric, "defenselessness and 
Weakness'' are a special form of religious as well as theological spe~ch 
that can b · db immediate accreditation sub contrano. e accompame y an 1 . 

The Temptation of Claiming Divine Validity for 
One's Word 

l'he rnode! of a rhetorical mimesis or imitatio Christi has been 'defining 
for th Ch · · · lb · · , bi · alent way and thus never e . nstian rhetoric, a eit in an am IV 

With · h · · . f ferably "simple" speech out sic et non. The aut onzanon o prer~ · 
operates with the criterion of the conformity with its "object," which 
in accordance with its lowliness is represented as "poor," and only 
thus is it actually adequate. From there lies, concealed under the 
ßllise of h ·1· 1 · · terpretive power on the basis of the umi Has, a c aim to m 

Proposition that (only) this form conforms to the content, so ~h.at the 
subject is really present (in the Spirit) in the speech. The tra~1t10n ~f 
conternpt c .h . ·£ t itself in a rhetoric of obedience in ror r etonc maru es s 
Which the will to power manifests itself in powerlessness. One's own 
clairn · . . b · d J gated ("1nopter Christum") to interpretive power is emg e e · 
and at the · d · _ t; the (self-made) delegation. That is same time enves nom . · 
a Precarious ambivalence. We find it in Luther's theology as well as 
in the Word-of-God theology. Even Ebeling's invitation to "trust in 
this hidden ,, . Christ's power under its opposite (sub power, meanmg . 
contrario) th - h rs to be pointing in this direction: ' at l S, t e cross, appea . .. 
that with th· h l. .11 .. ater power of God remains involved . ts t e a ways-st1 -g1e 
111 th - ' 

e interpretive game. 
l'he more difficult task would be not to trust in this power, so as 

to hot cla'tm · c , eech-be it ever so indirectly. For . it tor ones own sp 
lt . . ' 1s necess . · . h th logical temptation to present ones ary to resist t e eo. 
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own intetpretation as that of God or as "authorized by God." for 
that would mean gaining theological capital out of what has been 
and is strictly withheld from theology. No validity can be derived 
from God. lt can only be claimed for oneself, without proxy and 
argumentatively. In questions of validity each one is responsible for 
oneself 5 N G d · or even a o can help here. 

Talking about Powerlessness While Claiming Power 

Ebeling · ki g . continues: "That way the focus is put on the shoe in 
discrepancy between the claim and the success of the speaking about 
God."6 This discrepancy is part of the fundamental experiences of 
religious and theological discourse: talking about the power of ehe 
word, about God's Word as word of the cross, and yet remaining 
largely power.less-and at the same time in the midst of conflict 
claiming all h . . . . h·ao t e more power, as Paul did facmg his Connt 1 

adversaries in th nß· . . . J d tO · · e co tct over interpretive power. This ea s 
a rhetorical · l 't: h k an sp 1 • owever great the powerlessness, one ma es 
even greater 1 · h b for c aim to power. T is split ecomes even wider as, 
theology the I · h d' . . . red· ' a m1g ty Go s real presence is intended or imp 1 
Against this w d . . . dve e nee a reticence or reserve with regard to mterpre 
power and a c 't d;r+: . hi h d " 'tself apaa y to 1:J;erentiate, w re oes not "entrust 1 
to God's po . I . . is wer, c a1mmg the power of the one to whom one 
entrusting 0 1£ b h. ·bte nese , ut w ich sees and exposes oneself as respons1 
for one's · . <;er own interpretation. The Corinthian conflict 0 

5. "The SUlllJllOlls of d h Jigh~ 
his owr b cl . eat comes to us all, and no one can die for another. Everyone must e 
must hi:i a;f~ with death by himself, alone. We can shout into another's ears, but eveJ)'0,1~ 
me " M is~ Le prepared for the time of death, for I will not be with you then nor you wi·~ 

. anu1 uthe ''E" h ' b tel•· and H In T r, ig t Sem10ns at Wittenberg (1522)," in Sermons I, ed. John Do ers ~A 
10 3.1 e tur ~ Lehman, Luther's Works, vol. 51 (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1959), 70; 

•· • ,7-2,2 (b22) d G h d . 3 
6 Ge .ha 1 Eb 1. an e.r ar Ebeling, Lutherstudlen (Tübingen: Mohr, 1989), Il/3:46- · . r re e mg D .k d • ogmat: es christliclten Glaubens, 163. 
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interpretive power shows how difficult it is to do that during a 
conflict. 

The Conflict of Interpretive Power in Corinth 

First Corinthians is the document of a conflict· of interpretation 
that developed into a conflict of interpretive power. The dimension 

o[ P0wer in this conflict is not to be grasped merely semantically, 
Particularly at a theological-semantic level, for the social groups 
involved and certain individuals also had an impact on it. But since, 
\lvith rega.rd to the subject matter, it is "only" the conflict of power 
that · h · d d . Wh . b . · is t ematized, the focus remains directe towar it. at is emg 
argu d d · h nfli - f . e about is in turn a question that has to o wit co icts o 
interpretive power in the exegetical debate.7 Apart from the older 
theo · · · · J d: · G · ties concerning a supposed Antinorruarusrn. u aism, nosis, 
or Proto-Gnosis on the various topics at hand (Lord's Supper, 
resurrection, ethics, etc.), the reasons for the theological divergences 
teinain debatable. Here I assume it was a matter of: 

Wisdom., which is evidently contested between Paul and his 
" l d 0Pponents," that is, its interpretation and re evance, an , 
connected to that, pneumatology; 

eschatology, as far as there is an indication in 1 Cor, 4:8, that the 
~PPonents are concerned with a realized eschatology, which Paul 
is Criticizing; 

• Christology and soteriology, insofar as the interpretation of the 

resurrection (Christ and "all") is being debated; 

• the relation between the cross and the resurrection points to the 

7· 
Cf. on th · 1 (Z ·· · h B · urs . · .·. VII/ .unc : enzm er- Nelikirc Wolfgang Schrage, Der erste Bnef an die Kow1tl1er, EKK g 

hener, 1992), l :38-63. 
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quaestio; this relation was severed in the reception histoi'}' 
(Wirkungsgeschichte). 

What became important in the history of interpretation was whether 
the cross or the resurrection was the true salvific event, and, 
concomitantly, whether faith is faith in the crucified one or in the 
risen one. This makes sense, since it is obviously "the word of the 
~~ili b' f~ . iat was eing debated, and so the interpretation o 
~rucified one and the claims to interpretive power by variotiS 
interpretations. We see that again in the later questions about 
theology· wheth . . h l . . h l . I . Tht1S · er lt is t eo ogza eructs or t eo ogza g ortae. 
becomes patent what was already contentious between Paul and 
his opponents: the controversy over the interpretive power of the 
Word or more . I h I h . . ther. ' precise y, t e aposto ate as aut onzation, or, ra 
as ground for the legitimation, of Pauline theology. 
The claim to interpretive power, in Paul's argument, seeks to assert 

the "word of the cross" as foolishness in the medium of wisdom or, to put 
it differently t · . h · · h · I blet11 • o express It in r etonc against r etonc. Pau 's pro 
was already kn · hi · all" . own smce Plato: to engage the sophists sop 1st1c · 1 
m order to w · n h . . . e of 1 t e contest and be the better sophist-in the narn 
truth and wi d . h I ,, of ts om. It is t us a matter of interpretation, not "mere Y 
exegesis (of Sc . · ) f ( . ) . . . . rrer npture or o methodical interpretation; it is a ma 
of the prescientific, concrete, basically sapiential way of seeing and 
speaking "quod res est" - that is how the crucified one is painted before 
people's eyes so that people see him as shown and believe as indicated· 
Here we see th 1· . c . . h h earl e rmir, ror is ir t e case that the apostolic speec 
lead to faith and k . 1· b 1· ma e its isteners e ieve? 
We may speak here of "interpretation" (Deu.tu.ng), because in the 

conflict over th " d f h . . of e wor o t e cross" it is not "only" a matter 
methodical di · 1· d . . ural . • 1sc1p me interpretation, or of professional script 
mterpretatio "P · · b 1 ·cal n. amtmgjesus efore their eyes" or the christo og1 
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~ay of creating a paradox out of wisdom and foolishness-all _of that 
18 
not "simply" scriptural interpretation, methodical interpretation, or 

exegesis, but a rhetorical practice with all its enaryeia and eneryeia. lt is 
a speaking and a showing, a speaking that shows and a showing that 
speaks, which cannot retreat to what has been said and jts methodical 
'.nterpretation. In such speaking and showing something singular and 
infinitely complex is being expressed in utter conciseness: "Christ 
has risen," or the "word of the cross." But in the debate with the 
0PPonents, 

such dense formulae are no longer irenic expressions of 
Consensus but polemic, conflictual ones. Had they been undisputed, 
these formulae would have been topoi and shared viewpoints on the 
basis of which consensus could be found. But once they themselves 
~ave become the object of conflict, their st~tus changes; they become 
attlegrounds on which the conflict of interpretive power about 
Christ, faith, the cross, and the apostolate is being played out. 
ln this conflict the word of the cross is being asserted with a claim 

to Power, the crucified one is entangled in a conflict of power-in 
Which the right or true word of the cross is being invoked against 
~ different Christology (at least according to the Pauline construct, 
in Which the opponents' Christology centers on the glory of 
tesu _.c · d rrection as the salvitic event)." The perrormanve sense an 
Purpose of such daring conflictual speech is to say and reveal what 
C>ne sees and how one sees it and how it is seen in the right way. 
In th , h ·. fi d · e present case: to let the listeners see Jesus as t e cruo e one, 
~C> let him be seen in the way Paul shows him; to make them se~. 
tn such a way-in order to let them beli:elle and make them belie11e 
that salvation can only be found in the crucified one. Rhetorically 
speak· . · b · dl h · . ing, this is persuasion techmque. Put more ma y, t e point 
ts to · · h h h h , · interpret something as somethmg so t at t ose w o ear 1t 

s. C:(, by d · · · d · F · d ·lt/ I . (ti co1urast H ·.. V G 11 let.,,tcs Wort. Gm11 llS> er rm a1111•11111 1.eo ogw ''egensb , an~J urgen e1weyen, ,,o es - 
urg: Pustet, 2000), 338/f 
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will follow, share, and pass it on. When its impact is maximal, [t 
means that they interpret everything else-that is, God, self, world, 
and life-in the light of that interpretation. 

. In the Corinthian debate it is about "all or nothing": about the 
interpretation of Christ as the crucified one, about the cross as God's 
wisdom-and therefore about the master of the interpretation of that 
"master interpretation," of that interpretation of all interpretations. 
whereby the experience with all experience will begin to be "made." 
Paul's l· · r 

c aim concerns no less than the normative maste 
interpretation-with the corresponding will to interpretive power: 
the conflict f · bat 0 mterpretation about the word of the cross, so t 
a conflict of pow _ · ki l . _ a;ct _ · er is ta mg P ace over interpreranon, a coIW 
~hat ts manifest as a conflict of interpretive power with others who 
~nterpret differently. The apostolic pretense lies in this: the one who is 
mterp reted act 11 · h - h · · aled ua y ist e one w o mterprets because Chrisr reve 
himself as a crucified one, the wisdom of God is revealed in the croS.S· 
And yet the apostolic rhetoric cannot but interpret in such a way that 
the crucified o . hi If 11 . . hi a.11d ne interprets imse ; a it can do rs show un 
let him be . · h ·fied seen in sue a way that belief in Christ as the cruci 
becomes re 1· Th · h ·on . a ity. at is t e deep paradox of the master interpretatl 
which seeks tom hi fli f. · aster t is con rcr o mterpretation. 

Making Paul's Claim to Power Visible 

Paul thus de 1 · h erfl ve ops, tn connection with interpretive power, at eor 
that has bee om " . I . h h . n of e canon1ca . " He operates with t e long c at 
th~ .logos, where the continuity with God's power is claimed as 
ongm and a h . . f h bile 
5. 

• ur onzat1on o is own interpretive power, W 
unultaneously making his own (claims to) power invisible, in order 
not to have to decide the question of power by himself; the idea beitlg 
to let God cl id G cl hat eci e, o who actually has already decided.9 Thus, W 
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Paul states in 2 Cor. 12:11 becomes clear: "I am being very foolish, 
but it was you who drove me to it." Paul's word claims for itself 
the full power of the apostolic ministry, in christomorphic mimesis, 
from the word of the cross and finally from God's Word itself The 
apostolate therefore functions, unwittingly, as legitimation through 
God, so that the apostle is the only legitimate interpreter (speaker, 
'.teacher) as God's delegate. In the word of the cross, God himself 
int · di · erprets the cross-and so there can be no more contra_ tenon. 
Whoever still contradicts this "foolishness of the impossible" Völie de 
l'inipossible) would only end up in hell, in definitive exclusion. 

The problem is that Paul, too, can interpret solo verbo, only 
thr h h · · d h oug the word. Between divine power at t e ongm an t . e 
clai111 to power in the word of power (Machtwort) of the apostle, 
~here is a third player, namely the powerful word (Wortmacht), that 
is, the word's own intrinsic dynamic-whose power of conveying 
and convincing is bet upon: on the word's interpretive power. The 
Critical question for any theology is, therefore: Does one stay with the 
~0WerfuI word's weakness, or does one claim more in order to secure 
it fu h h b . f . . I rt er, be it with words of power or on t e asis o an ongma 
Power (with a final explanation seemingly free from interpretation)? 

Paul's Use of Paradoxes 

l'he exegetic as well as dogmatic analyses of semantics and philology 
are v h 1 . hi nfli 
0 . ery elpful to the hermeneutica perspective on t is co rct 

f Interpretive power. They follow simultaneously the strategy of 
tende · . d · P l' ttng things invisible as well as the para oxes present in au s 
text I l . d . h . . . f · ts c ann to interpretive power an , wit it, its connection o 

9· Cf 
l ., he>wever .1 Co 7 40 "B h · b t r off a• •he is· char is my opinion, and l believe that to0 l . ' · · r. : : ut s e 1s er e , , · • · . 
judge;ve the Spirit of God"; 1 Cor. l0:15: "l appeal w you as sensible people.; form your own 
ta,.., ent on what r a,•. 1 C . 1l·J3· "I udge for yourselves: 1s it limng fo1 a woman to p1ay \.1()d b s ) ' 01. . .. . J 

areheaded?" 
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Power and · d semantics operates in a structure that needs to be clari6e 
and which becomes manifest in the creation of various paradoxes. The 
structure of Paul's argument is a transvaluation of all values-with a 
considerable amount of "will to power." (It thus becomes noticeable 
that Nietzsche b · 11 d · h I · d asica y compete wit Pau when it comes to Go , 
and also when it h d · · h 1 comes to t e wor 's power, of which Nietzsc e 
made such virtuosic use.) 

Paul operates with the following paradoxes: 

• with power he asserts the opposite of power, that is: powerlessness 
mediated by power; 

• with the "word of th " h h 1 f e cross e expresses t e power essness o 
Christ as the hi h 11 · · 1 . g est power as we as, in a precarious ana ogy. 
the powerlessness of the apostle as the superior power over his 
opponents; 

• using rhetoric, he brings to expression the opposite of rhetoric-he 
asserts in his int · h · f · · l erpretat1on t e opposite o inrerpreranon, name y 
what is "not just an interpretation"; 

• with wisdom he represents foolishness, so as to refute wisdom by 
means of that foolishness. 

a claim to power, which puts the word of power (Machtwort) in the 
place of the powerful word (Wortmacht)? How to express it in such a 
way that, by way of the opposite, what is by no means one's own, 

. ~ 0 what is other with regard to everything, comes to expression. ne 
l l · · h p l · stumbling between the word of cou c get the 1mpress1on t at au is · 

Po d h c l word with the ever-recurring temptation wer an t ie powenu - . 
l · k ord of power instead of relying to u timately ma e recourse to a w ' 

On h k c I d even though he knows that would be t e wea powenu wor - . 
"foolish." 

Powerful Word Versus Paul's Word of Power 

.• 

The paradox cent h · f ers on t e question: How can the foolishness o 
the cross be bro h . . h . d ug t to expression m t e medium of the wis om 
of this world? Or· H h Ch . . h b d . · · . ow can t e nstian pat os e expresse in 
the medium of th G k 1 . h . · e reej egos? Wit out letting the license to 
foolishness I oen h ·z ) f . . · ~ us umi e get out o hand; without simply asserting 1t 
(with a gesture of . . ) h h. h . d . . · supenonty as t e 1g er wis om; without beanng 
Witness to it · th b f · . m e a sence o any argument for it, so that all that is 
left is faith in th · . · h · · h · e witness; wit out transformmg the upending wit 
an adversarial attir d · d 1· d . · u e, using ua ism an exclusion; without asserting 

Th f h d means that it lets see and makes seeing e power o t e wor . 
· · · d ohghtens. it opens up horizons possible; 1t regulates, orientates, an e ' . . . . . . ' 

n . 1. . d ibilities and sometimes lets even impossibilities ew rea mes, an poss1 1 1 1 , · · · . _ 

be I . b . . t motion stirring up affects and monvanon; come rea ; rt nngs in o ' · 
· C • • · fi through encouragement; it it converts through contessron; it rees . 
Cl · · c d ·11 the beginning, first of all, rt declares arms; it rosters peace; an 1 · 
fl·e · h ·f th word were not only the most dangerous e or ng teous, as 1 e . 
P . b b ll th most poweifol one. A word can let see, it ossess1on ut a ove a e 
Ca l hi · ecih 'c way enabling the addressees to see n et see somet mg ma sp 'J' • 

it · h h · kes th.em believe. This is the interpretive 1n sue a way t at 1t ma . 
· h' ·n such a way in order to show power of the word: saymg somet mg 1 · 

l.t · h d . nsequence letting us see and making us in t at way, an as a co . . 
b 1 . . h E 'f .t sounds hyperbohcal, that was precisely e teve m t at way. ven 1 i . . . 
P 1, l I h h li.steners not only believe m Chnst, but au s goa , name y t at t e · 
b 1 . . . . r, Paul In order to achieve that he e 1eve m him m the same way as nt, · 

h I b f' ' th ··ame way in which ·H.e internretS as to let and make tnem e 1e11e m e ~ · r 

Ch . . h h l . h t thi·s is God's interpretation (which was nst-w1t t e c aim t a · 
opened up to him, in analogy with the prophets). 
T I d k . s to "adiust" what has been shown, to o et an ma e see mean :.i 
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tum it into what it is being shown as: therefore, to "adjust" the 
crucified one, to "adjust" Jesus into Christ, the cross into the word of 
the cross, the foolishness into wisdom, and the like. This triggers the 
critical impulse versus religion and versus rhetoric. But this would, 
once again, be too quick. For "adjusting" him in a particular way 
means presenting him in such a way that others may also see, hear, 
and imagine, and believe him in that way. Such possibility becomes 
real in speech and imaginative hearing-that is, the wager on the 
interpretive power of rhetoric, on its power in the weakness of the 
word, on its revelatory potential in letting Jesus appear as the Christ, 
in letting the cross become, in the word of the cross, the salvihc event 
that awakens faith, in enabling listeners to believe, in letting them 
take part in suffering, death, and resurrection, and by making them 
"eyewitnesses" who pass on what they have seen. 
The word of the cross as a rhetorically produced image" of the 

cross seeks to enable faith and to make the listeners or readers believe 
in that way. Contradiction comes up against such a claim in the 

name of unavailability. The transition from letting and making see 
to making believe (it is as it is shown) is easily said, but impossible 
to grasp and to produce-it is an "impossible." To show something 
in a particular way and to make it into something that is believed, 
those are hyperbolical formulations. Those things might be said and 
are at times said of God's Word: what God says happens and is as it is 
spoken (Ps. 33:9), so that God may be believed. But such a transition 
from word to faith is a tremendous pretense. As from the side of 
the addressees, understanding can at best only be made possible and 
easier, something is given to be seen and understood, nothing more. 

It is impossible for the word to also make the addressees take it: it 

"""r 

lO. The word im(Jge is polysemic here. lt is an image in the mind of the speaker, an abstract image 
~nth~ medium of the word, and it affects a self-created image in the listeners' imagination. The 
identity or at least convergence of these various meanings is by no means assured. 
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cannot "produce" comprehension, and even less faith. But doesn't the 
rhetorical production of evidence bet precisely on that (and isn't that 
one of the reasons for the phobia with regard to rhetoric)? When 
it succeeds, it makes us believe, nolens volens, better: it meets us, 

it "speaks to us" in a way which is prior to all knowing, willing, 
and choosing. The affirmation of th~ word always precedes our 
choosing. And that also means: in power and ef:Iicience the word is 
irresistible-when it succeeds. 
But that only applies to the powe1Jul word, not to the word of 

power." Both are as different as saying somethin? and really having 
to say something." Whoever "has the say," through one's office 
or positi · thinz The question remains, always: Does that . . 1 ion, 1s one . 1 0. 

person really have something to say? Max Weber would have spoken 
about office and charisma. Paul claimed both simultaneously, as we 
see in the debate with the Corinthians. Jesus, on the other hand, 
Was more modest: to trust only in the word and the act, without 
any a 1 · d d thus to fail before the eyes of the world. pesto ic man ate-an 
Th · hi · · h when his interpretations are being · e more astorus mg it is, t . en, ., 
· · d · 1 · h t h · ing been authorized through recognize retrospective y, wit ou iavi 

d c · h parable such as the "good any man ate, tor instance, w en a ' 
Samaritan," is so convincing that it becomes an interpretive 
frarne· k . . lture w· hen it goes well, the person who has wor · in a given cu . 
th · · · d d h: ething to say and to show. The e interpretive power m ee . as som 

· · ) f · · is: "But I say unto you ... " lt ong1na gesture o interprenve power 1 · 
seem ·r · · has something to do with the illusion s as 1. mterpret1ve power . . · · 
Of b . J h .11 . I the world appear in this or that way-or emg, ano t e 1 usion . ets 
it lets Christ appear this or that way, as the crucified one .. 

11 A . . . · e of power (Madubi/J) and the image's 
· s an analogy, one could distinguish betwee.n unag , . . (K... I ) 

(M I k.. er) and the body s power . orper11111c ü , power (Bildmadu), or the body of power ac u •orp · . . . 
12. Th· ( . .. h " . , d to conciseness and not without problems. lt 

Is calculated) shortening to a w o rs owe l , . 
d · l· ted co peop es capacity to act. oes evoke the fact that interpretive power is re a 
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When a powerful person speaks, that person speaks a word of power 
(Machtwort),13 in which the power of the powertul is present and 
effective in the word, as with God's Word, in the judge's sentence, 
in the speech of a president or a pope. The power of the agent or 
the institution is present and effective in the "representative" word. 
This model reaches its limits when the representative loses credibility 
or speaks nonsense. The extreme case "Roma locuta, causa finita" with 
the claim to infallibility of certain papal words (ex cathedta} shows, 
in its extreme dimension, that such things do not usually apply, but 
that even the word of power remains dependent on recognition {or 
agreement). 
The powerful word (Wortmacht), on the other hand, is not the power 

of the agent, the office, or the institution, but of the medium, for 
instance, the speech {or the image). Nietzsche said: "I fear we can't 
get rid of God because we still believe in Grammar . . ."14 
Wittgenstein's model of language games and also the speech-act 
theory assume that speech has its own power, of which we make use 
(or by which we are being dominated) every time we speak: "That's 
just how we speak." Speech makes many things possible and other 
things impossible, so that in speaking those parameters are inevitably 
used. In the actual act of speaking, another power manifests itself, the 
power of speech, which is effective by virtue of the way of speaking 
{the rhetorical tradition knows that particularly well): as they are 
performed, the saying or speaking, in contrast to what has been said, 
reveal a different power than language or the system of signs.15 This 

,,.1 

13. For a good example, see Auge/a Merkel-Macht1i1orte. Die Standpunkte der Kanzlerin, ed. Robin 
Mishra (Preiburg im Br.: Herder, 2010). 

14. Priedrich Nietzsche, Gö1zen-.Dä1mneru11g oder Wie rnan mit dem Hammer phi/osophirt, Kritische 
Studienausgabe, ed. Giorgio Colli and Mazzirno Moncinari (Münich: W. de Gruyter, 1988), 
6:78. 

15. In media science, the power of the medium (over its "users") is the guiding model; the same is 
true in the history of science and of technology; we find similar methods in discourse theory 
and system theory. 
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is why declarations of love as well as insults have been taken as 
(precarious) analogies for the verbum ~lficax and visible. 

The Cost of Paul's Recourse to Words of Power 

What becomes visible in this discrepancy is a precarious ambivalence 
in Paul's argumentation against his Corit~thian adversaries. Naturally, 
he wishes to have something to say {the. word of the cross), he 
Wishes to deploy a powerful word (Wortmacht); but as he says this he 
intimates that he has the say (as apostle and founder of communities), 
and so with words of power (Machtworten). Th_~s is precarious; it 

llndermines what he really has to say. In the urgency of the conflict, 
the powerful word reaches for the word of power. The word of 
power's claim is supposed to strengthen the powerful word, but it 
does the opposite. The problem becomes even more acute as the 
Word of power claims one singular, exclusive authorization, namely 
apostolicity. Then the gesture of the word of power is reinforced by 
the claim that God himself is authorizing this-and whoever stands 
against Paul stands against God, and God against that person. 
This reveals a sad powerlessness: the word looks for power, for more 

power than it has on its own, but it gets lost in gestures of power 
that lead to an escalating self-authorization. The unconditional "will 
to power" as the form of the "will to truth" leads astray, so that all 
th · · · h bole of authorization. Whoever at remains is an escape into a yper · 
wishes to let the word of the cross, as God's Word, come to 
expre · · h that Irorn first to last, the word of power ssion m sue a way , 
prevails, would let power have the hnal say. 
C I · .: · he exclusion of those who do onsequently, the u uma ratio is t · 

not b hi l · t ower The genealogy of the process of ow to t is c aim o p · · 
"heret· · · ,, (H.. t · · ) or anathematizing in the name of 1c1zmg are .1S1enmg · 
orthod · h 1 inc-lerstandable-and in vain, or should oxy is t us on y too L 
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one say· 'f hi " d · · or not mg? Un er the banner of the "Word of God" we 
' can arrive very q · kl d h uic y at a wor or power, w en the powerful word, 

the word's po d . Id b . If . wer, oes not y1e y itse the desired recognition. 
One of the thin · h nfli . . . 1 gs we may see in t e co ict in Corinth is a 
pathology of theology-without insinuating that such pathology was 
already present with Paul. 

Real Im possibility: Paul's "tolle de l'lmpossible" 

Jacques Derrida w t · h d h d · c c · ro e, wit regar to t e esire tor rorgrveness: 
"Pure and un di · I c . . con mona rorg1veness, to name its most proper 
meanm~, must not have a 'meaning,' it does not require any finality 
or any intelligibility. It is a foJly of the irnpossible."16 John Caputo 
followed him with hi "d . . h . 'b is esire to experience t e imposs1 le" and his 
"apology for the impossihle."17 The "Jolie de i'impossihle": that is 
wonderfully thought-up and wisely said. But what makes one trust 
and be sure that th· . . 'bl fi 1· is ts not an imposs1 e o ie, an impossible 
foolishness? 

Paul's transvaluation of all values of wisdom and foolishness seems, 
at first sight, to be paradoxical: the wisdom of this world is mere 
foolishness betor G d d G d' · d · c e o , an o s wts om is mere foolishness to the 
world. But this is n t d · · · 1 o yet a para ox, it is s1mp y a contrast, which 
goes back to a difference of perspectives: what some consider wise is 
foolish to others , d . Th. . I d -an vice versa. is is a norma isagreernenr, more 
precisely a conn ti . . hi h d · • · as mg oppos1t1on w ic oes not rule out that there 
might be a third or fourth possibility. 

The contrast that is decisive is rendered more acute by Paul: the 
world' · d · . s Wis om ts blind to God, since God has made it "foolish" 

16. "Le pardon pur et inco d' . I . 
final' , . n manne • pour avoir son sens propre, doit n'avoir aucun 'sens' aucune 

ice, aucune mtelligib'l' e ' C' c. I d l ' siede et l d • I lt meme. est une to ie e 'impossible." Cf. Jacques Derrida, "Le 
17_ Cf . 

0 
e par on, Le Monde des debats 12 (1999): 10-17. 

(Bl J ~ D. Caputo and Michael J. Scanlon, eds., Corl, the Gift, and Postmodernism 
oonungton: Indiana University Press, 1999), 3. 
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(does that mean that God has made it, or that God has shown it to 
be inferior and useless compared to God's wisdom?). Paul continues 
the contest with a comparative that sounds paradoxical: the foolishness 

of God is wiser and his weakness stronger (1 Cor.: 1:25). Just as the 
cross inscription INRI, the polemical excmym for Christ (foolishness) 
is taken up polemically and recast, this foo'lishness (if "you" choose 

to call it that) is the true wisdom. And, as in Anse~m's ontological 

( · ) 6 d here a comparative ("wiser " argument quo matus , we n ' 
"stronger"), not a superlative. This suggests a wisdom that is "always 

greater, higher, wider" than the entire world. 
Th b · d f c lish wisdom and a wise foolishness falls e asic para ox o a too · . 

· · · · The Pauline use of language ts apart into a contrasting opposmon. 
thu k l 1 · cisan and "one-sided" way, cotam Deo. s spo en c ear y m a par 
lt is clear that he has already removed the paradoxical dimension 
of th d h · t e wisdom and true foolishness needs no e para ox: w at 1s ru 

l . h I b ·lear and unambiguous. The exp anat1on but . as a ways een c 
unco t ·d a- t f th··t 1·s that "foolishness of God" and 

fl r unate Sl e enec 0. a. 

"we k fG d" " bsolute paradoxes" (as well as no absolute a ness o · o are no a . . 
lllet h ) h nl to be paradoxes. The polemic of the ap ors ; t. ey o y appear .. 
adve · · k d once recast, surpassed. A genuine rsanes ts ta en up an , 
foolishness of God does not exist in the Bow of this rhetoric. As 
a c h " k of God" that has been built up in a onsequence, t e wea ness 
parallel move is in fact not a weakness at all, either. 

A d . h h f the comparative, a simple contrast is n so, wit t. e use o · 
P re d h . . _ . dom (and a more foolish foolishness). Sente : t ere 1s a wiser w1s · 
Foolishness has three meanings: 

l. What the wisdom of the world considers as foolish; 

2. what Goel considers as foolish; 
3 h . p 1 1 · the wiser wisdom: the more foolish · w at au proc aims as 

c 1· h d' the wisdom of the world, thus an even roo 1s ness accor mg to . · 
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more impossible Jolie which, by virtue of the powerful word, 
framed christologically, is smarter than the wisdom of the world. 
What appears to be even more impossible is the most impossible 
"Johe," namely that of the crucified one. And so Paul's speech of 
wisdom about the wiser wisdom becomes the figure of the third 

party, the "mediator" in the confii~t between God's foolishness 
ilfü.i ÜH! wisdom of ehe world. it is tw wh.o, with ht» pewtirfu1 

word, shows a wiser wisdom to the world, who shows the 
foolish wisdom of the world to God. He represents one before 
the other-and vice versa, whereby both see differently and can 

see each other differently than before. It is not God's power 
or the apostolic word of power but the Pauline powerful word 
that effects the transvaluation of all values: God's wiser wisdom 

appeared initially as a more imposs1:ble "Jolie"; but as the speech 
continues it shows itself as suffering and passion of the one who 
is more than impossible; the crucified one. 18 

Paul's Rhetoric: Wisdom or Foolishness? 

The resulting query is this: Is Paul's rhetoric a wisdom or a foolishness 
before God? And is it a foolishness before the world, or a 
wisdom-until it becomes debatable whether the wiser wisdom exists 

I 
"\ 

is. Ir ~s hcherefore understandable that Ocfried Hofius and Cilliers Breycenbach disagreed on 
w et er c.h1i word of the cross ha• reconciled the world once and for all 01· if ir continues 
to reconcile (see ? Co 5 ·19 ) h · 'f k II · (' h . - r. : a , t at ts, 1 •ala assern m t e con/t.1gt1tio periplrrastica) presently 
Gramms-: and will continue to do so in the future, or if it has taken place and is completed. 
rammatically, it is located in the past. Rhetorically, it continues. Paul does not become the 

(self-appointed) mediator. C( Cilliers Breyteubach, Versöhmmg. Eine Studie z11r pnulinisclien 
Soteriologie (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1989); Ocfried Hofius, "Rezension von 
Breyte11bach, Versöhnung," ThLZ 115 (1990); 741-45; Cilliers Breytenbach, "Abgeschlossenes 
hnperfekc' E' · di . · . m1ge norwen 1g gewordene Anmerkungen zum Gebrauch des griechischen 
Imperfekrs in neutestamentlichen Zeiten," TlrLZ 118 (1993): 85-91: Otfried Hofius, "2Kor 
~,19a und das Imperfekt." ThLZ 118 (1993): 790-95; Ferdinand Hahn, "Streit um 
Versöhnung': Zur Besprechung des Buches von Cilliers Breytenbach durch Otfried Hofius," 
VerFor 36 (1991): 55-64. 
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by the grace of Paul's rheto1;c-hoping to be grounded in the 
crucified one, rather than merely be something invented in the midst 
of the difficult conflict of interpretive power. The risky wager in this 
powerful word is that in Paul's rhetoric of the cross both perspectives 
are being conveyed in such a way that the wisdom of the world 
is not only excluded and defamed, but also sublated and pushed 
bE!ym1d lts.~OIJRUäflE!!h atft'aetE!d by the wiser wJsdom, whJch comes 
to expression in the form of rh@H:WiC. Th~ price für ~u~h ri~ky ~p§~~h 
is that it becomes a constitutively ambivalent figure.: Nothing is easier 

to understand than the fact that opinions differ on Paul. To that 

~xtem, he carries the burden.g of the world and of God, The sad 
powerlessness and escalation of power gestures, which I analyzed 
above, is the price of the wiser wisdom, a price he cannot avoid. 

What he bears witness to must appear to be preposterQus~and in this 
very preposterousness a calculation can be seen. 

On first hearing one might get a spell of dialectical dizziness, 

which might return during the fmt closer reading. But that does 
not last long, because it only appears to be dialectical. Paul is trying 
Veiy hard with his rhetoric, but everything is and remains clear 
and unambiguous. There is nothing doubtful or really controversial. 
Toward Greeks and Jews alike the transvaluation of all values is being 
tnade unambiguously dear. This fosters and encourages consent 
among the Christian addressees of the rhetorical argumentation. 
With regard to the inner-Christian opponents, it creates a serious 
debate concerning the correct understanding of the wise foolishness 
and the foolish wisdom. About that, namely about the wiser wisdom, 

there is a real contest-with an open ending. Distinguishing himself 
from Greeks and Jews, Paul creates (topically and inventively) 
approval in the Christian community in order to attack his adversaries 

(those who are too wise, always wiser) and to place them before an 
alternative: going with him, or being excluded. Once the contest 
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about wisdom has been opened up toward the Greeks and the Jews 
(with an indisputable winner, thus a rigged contest), the inner 
Christian contest can be treated. 
The higher, greater, broader wisdom was probably claimed first 

and foremost by the opponents, who have contradicted Paul and 
sought to "overtake" his theology. We are not only of Paul, we are 
not of the devil; we are of Christ! We are wiser than Jews, Greeks, 
and Paul put together! Paul takes up this comparative and plays along 
with it, so that he must bear the consequences. The race against the 
opponents cannot be won anymore by further appeals to wisdom. 
How then? 
The contest in the dromos (the running race) is transvaluated by 

Paul, through a surprising change of direction. The dromos becomes 
a palindrome: on the open road of the race in the theological arena, 
Paul suddenly makes a U-turn, from wisdom to foolishness, and 
then from foolishness back to wisdom. If that were to happen at 
the Olympic Games, it would be something truly astonishing. As 
mediator he must go back and forth between God and the world 
and between the world and God, between wisdom and foolishness, 
between foolishness and wisdom, so that, in this rhetorical contest, 
the wiser wisdom appears in Paul's speech of wisdom. 

Prom dromos to palindrome, back and forth, and to and fro, he walks 
back and forth in an always-smaller circle, finally turning on one 
spot. Is this the point where he unhinges the wisdom of the world, or 
is he revolving around himself? 

For outsiders it must look more than absurd. Paul "staggers" back 
and forth, as I put it provisionally above. "He has lost it," would 
be the expected reaction. Has he become totally insane? "Not at 
all," Paul would answer. On the contrary, for, according to the 
presupposition he might have in mind, his opponents got off to 
a false start, or as we might put it nowadays, they are doped. In 
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all their wisdom, they have, somehow, forgotten the foolishness, 
bYPassing the cross in order to go straight to the resurrection. They 
lack the burden of God's life on earth, Christ's powerlessness and the 
embodied dimension of Christian existence. One could call this kind 
of bypassing of the old for the sake of the new a sort of sotenological 
impatience. The desire of completion bypasses work on what is old. 
They are not just wise, they are "far too wise." 
Wolfgang Schrage named the position of the' opponents a 

"hypertrophy of wisdom."19 The opponents are n~~ being excluded 
along with the Jews and the Greeks, but "reeled in and caught," 
their parole taken up but paradoxically upended: wisdom yes, as well 
as wiser wisdom. But the comparative of wisdom is grounded in 
the christological accent-and that cannot be won with pneuma and 
resurrection, but only with the cross. Whoever bypasses it or loses it 
in the race for wisdom has missed the proper start. 
What Paul is doing here, by all available means of the powertul 

Word, can be called, with Derrida, 'Jolie de /'impossible," or, with 
Erasmus, a praise of folly. But Derrida does not know a crucified 
Messiah, and Erasmus does not know a dead God or a mortal soul. 
The actual difficulty remains unthinkable or impossible, for both 
of them. From tho: perspective, even Derrida's 'Jolie de l'irnpossible" 
appears still soft-footed and a little bit too (worldly) wise. Most would 
agree that these characteristics apply to _Erasmus. Ultimately, they are 
both "easily digestible," and therefore harmless. Paul's point is la Jolie 
la plus impossible ("the most impossible foolishness"), the impossible 

reality of the crucified one. · 
If eve D id ' }· 1· appeai· almost harmless, when "seen from n ern a s o ie can · · 

that perspective," then in that other way of seeing the interpretive 
power of Paul's argumentation shows itself it lets and makes see, 

19. w [C . . . I· i-150 0 rg.ing Schrage, Der· erste Brief an die Kom111er, · · 
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in a particular way and differently than before, and in such a way 
that not only the showing, but also what is being shown, involve 
interpretive power, namely the crucified one in the mode of the 
powerful word of the word of the cross. lt is not self-evident at 
all, it is in fact unintelligible, that the crucified one is understood 
and ultimately recognized as the norm-setting thrust reverser, . as 
sapiential palindrome. In his speech of wisdom, Paul wagers on the 
real presence of the proclaimed in the proclamation. Thus it is 
understandable that his speech, solidified as text, later came to be 
construed sacramentally. But, just as with God's powerful word, the 
power of the word can only be interpretive power (Deutungsmacht), 
which must be attributed and handed over to what is being 
interpreted and at the same remain a simple word. 

Handing over this word to the one who is being interpreted is 
a paradoxical gift: Paul interpretatively bestows interpretive power 
on what has been interpreted, and from which he believes to have 
received it, so that the listeners can see the wiser wisdom at work 
in Paul's speech of wisdom. This wager on the Christus praesens 
is and remains open and can only be won through the readers or 
listeners-but not on the basis of their strength or reason. lt is a 
wager "a fond perdu," or "in the open." Because whoever would wish 
to decide the outcome of the wager with a word of power would 
already have lost. 

. If the interpreted one were to become really present in the 
interpretation as interpretation, it would "in-deed" (or more precisely 
"im-passionately") be a persistent paradox. It is vexing to say it, 
but as Paul brings up "foolishness" more and more forcefully, this 
"word-event" (Wortereignis) is threatened, more than it is presented, 

by Paul in the race for the wiser wisdom. He switches directions, 
back and forth, and must show the others, who continue to run, ,• 
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that they, not him, are running in the wrong direction. To do that, 
only a word of power can help, namely an apostolic rhetoric of 
authorization pro domo, and at the same time a polemical rhetoric of 

disempowerment that targets the opponents. The economy of this 
rhetoric is well known: universalizatioti of inclusion (c( Badiou), 
accompanied simultaneously by the production of the absolute 
remnant (cf. Agamben). To put it more simply: inclusiol}- through 
exclusion, and exclusion through inclusion, carrying the dangerous 
Outcome of an apocalyptic dualization, in which whoever is not with 
us is against us. God and world stand against each other, just as 
the apostle and his opponents until the world becomes dualized as 
inimical. John is known to have chosen a path of that kind, until 
the proto-Gnostics in the johannine community took it too far. Such 
dualizing is not very wise, theologically as well as rhetorically, for 
it not only produces more problems than it seems to solve. It also 
undermines the role of apostolic rhetoric, which amounts to being a 
mediator, not an inquisitor. 

Seizure of Interpretive Power: Escape Into the 
Apostolic Office 

One consequence of this rhetorical escalation is the subsequent 
institutional policy of the apostolic office: the hardening of the 
Powerful word as word of power and furthe1more as institutional 
power, which can do without any semantic. The office serves to 
secure the charisma all the way until the extreme, late-Augustinian 
thesis according to which the institution as well as the "office 
guarantee salvation without the need of charisma. The risk of such a 
development is that form may exist without spirit. 

But Paul is still far from that. What is being "invented" here is 
only the basic contours of the later development (it functions at 
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least retrospectively as etiology of the office). Phenomenologically, it 
would be called the "primal foundation" (Urstiftung). At the powerful 
word' 1· · h 

s 
1m1t, 

t e word of power appears reasonable to the apostle. At 
the CrOS.sroads between the powerful word and the word of power, 
the "interpretive community" could obviously not resist the 
temptation to ground the power of the word on a "higher authority," 
With an absolute, ultimate justification: apostolicity. The "apostle 
Paul" thus became a "fictional character" (Kunstfigur), a product of 
rhetorical t h · · d 

ec n1gue, in or er to produce always-more interpretive 
power through what appears as a self-interpretation of power. 

The person of "the apostle" is thus portrayed as the "chosen one," 
~iraculously "called" to his office-and who since then pursues an 
independent existence with regard to inte1pretive power. To be clear: 
first, this does not concern the historical Saul named Paul; second, 
it concerns the biblical, canonical Paul, who is taken as rule of the 
symbolic order of the canon in the canon-and who thus becomes 
~he "center of Scripture," Third, as a consequence of a.ll that, a "more" 
is made out to be Scripture, namely an imaginary Paul, the apostle 
as meta-historical fictional character who, in the historical reception, 
evolved from proclaimer to proclaimed: from missional preacher to 

norm« normans (non normata?) of all preaching, and so not only to 
the object of preaching but, fourth, per impossibile, to the apostolic 
deployment of any preaching that may appear as wisdom of God. 

How did it come to this? And which "textual signposrs" 
(Textsignale) provide that possibility? The preacher in the midst of 

a crisis claims a charisma that obviously has not been recognized 
self-evidently and indisputably. And so his interpretive power is not 
established; in the midst of conßict it is available to others who seek 

~o grasp it. That, in itself, is a precarious position: Ecce apostolos. The 
interpretive power, which is not being accrued "fi-om below," has 
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to be built up. In the case of a conflict, the assertion of this claim 
rnay use the opposite of charisma, namely total power of one's office 
through an external commissioning as a pneumatological para-theory 
for the sake of seizing interpretive power. The claim with regard to 
the powerful word shifts to the word of power; it shifts to the office 
as a function of the charisma, with the exclusiveness and singularity 
of the office. 

Later on, in 2 Corinthians, in the rhetorical contest with the 
opponents, the argumentation goes down a slippery slope, as the 
claims for recognition escalate: "my credentials should have come 
from you. Jn nothing did I prove inferior to those super-apostles, 
even ifI am a nobody. The signs of an apostle were there in the work 
I did among you, marked by unfailing endurance, by signs, portents, 
and miracles" (2 Cor. l2:11b-l2, nsn). This sounds like the apostolic 
Olympic games: higher, faster, monger-more whole, complete, and 
Wiser. This should perhaps not be heard without a certain irony. As 
it sounds .like a competition of salvation, which always yearns for 
l1lore-and therefore produces its own shortage. 

ls it really still God's foolishness, God's wiser wisdom, which is 
expressed and asserted? What happens in such a competition of 
inte1pretive power? To be able to produce power from words, just 
like sparks and fire from stones, is a wondrous dimension of 
interpretive power. That pretension characterizes each word. But 
that it also "ignites," this is only conceivable with the kindling of 
the listeners. And in order not to leave it to them alone, a 
Pneumatological reserve occurs here. Interpretive power that really 
ignites is effectively "acheiropoietic"; it is never made by hands of man: 
it is due to God's Word, not to any human word. 

But this claim to interpretive power, too, can only be rendered 
effective through ratification on the side of the addressees. And 
apparently Paul failed to achieve this in Corinth. In the course of 
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time the community disappeared, as if it had been shattered and 
been destroyed. The decisive ratification happened later, and all the 
more powerfully. The imaginary fictional character of the apostle 
became-not without imaginary exuberance-the canonical model 
for validity beyond its historical and rhetorical genesis. The rhetorical 
production of the apostolic word had to be erased from memory 
so that its validity, detached from its genesis, would always endure. 
The divine genesis of the apostolate as ground of validity of the 
institutional word of power replaced the rhetorical genesis of his 
powerful word. 

Interpretive Power as Power of Truth? 

Paul-here, the apostolically authorized text-finds himself in an 
aporia that can be explicated with the theory of interpretive power: 

with the simple difference between "saying something" and "really 
h . 
avmg something to say," thus between a word of power and a 

powerful word. 

Whoever has something to say wishes also to have the say but 
should not wish to have it, because by so doing that person 
undermines what she has to say. Whoever claims more than really 
having something to say ruins everything. Conversely, whoever has 
the say qua office does not really have something to say, exactly 
because he has the say. There is relief and reassurance in that but also, 
at the same time, an escalation and a capitulation in the contest over 
interpretive power. 

The official constitution of the office in the third century might 
have occurred against Gnosticism, but the model was invented with 
Paul's apostolic office in the first century, an "institution" that was 
named as such only by the subsequent institution. What remains 
appears as constitution theory of the office by virtue of the 
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authorization theory. The Protestant thesis, as is well known, is not 
defined via the institution and the office as a historical succession in 
the office; apostolic succession is a succession of "teaching," thus the 
argumentatively plausible powerful word. And so "what is apostolic" 
tnust be identifiable without participating in the authorization theory 
and claiming it "for oneself." 
The text's interpretive power (in the sense of its own momentum 

of interpretation, of what it really has to say) has reaso~s relating 
to the history of effects and the history of reception: in the 
institutionalization of the office with its etiology via the apostolic 
office, in the reception of Paul by Augustine, and in Luther's way 
of emphasizing the theologia enteis. Thus, the "incorporation" of the 
text by the ecclesial institutions (tradition, hierarchy, teaching office, 
theology) is an empowerment ex post. A question that creeps up 
in this history of empowerment would be the one regarding the 
~nherent power of Paul's interpretation-in other words, regarding 
its argumentative power, textual form, rhetorical plausibility, 
perfonnance, and, not least, its truth. 
The biggest temptation, however, would be to treat the question 

of interpretive power as a Gordian knot, attempting to deny 
interpretation and power, and considering the question of truth 
Without taking into account interpretive power. Then the incredibly 
simple answer would be: it is the truth that authorizes the text. lt is 
Powerful (it became and remained so) because the text is true. But 
Who determines that? Is this being claimed or attested? And when, 
where, for whom? Had this to be claimed for all times and places, 
one Would be dealing with an analytically necessary truth, true in all 

Possible world~ and at all times. This is certainly not the case, and it 
Would mistake the word of the cross for a plus and minus. lt would 
also not correspond to the contingency of the cross (which is neither 
"randomness," nor "necessity," nor "even more than necessity")." 
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To decide the question of interpretive power in such a "Gordian" 
fashion would let "trurh" (in the place of science and exegesis or 
dogmatics) to take the place of God and function as God's 
pseudonym (or as metonymy). One would follow the same(?) model 
of empowerment. God's power creates the apostle-God's truth 
verifies his interpretation-and the power of his truth legitimizes this 
interpretation: a powerful word legitimized by a word of power. 
Similarly, this would mean etsi Deus non daretun the power of truth 
authorizes the interpretation. That is as beautiful as it is plain, and 
reassuringly simple. 

What is complicated and disconcerting is that all these aspects 
can only be relationally (perspectively and diachronically) determined: 
as strength for, as power over, as truth for, and so forth. Power is 
continuously late in its effect; it is effective power ex post. A similar 
thing applies to truth. lf power is not understood from its logic of 
origin and of operation as someone's (or as God's or the apostle's) 
attribute but modally, then the question has to do with what enables 
and establishes this power. 

What would have to be called true is the kind of interpretive 
power (or powerful word) that enables what is per se impossible; that 
includes what could not be included; that forgives what cannot be 
forgiven, and the like. Truth is a "[olie de l'impossible," To consider 

truth as "ready at hand" or as "real possibility" would leave truth 
underdetermined. Paul's wager has to do with truth being a real 
and effective impossibility, meaning that it establishes a new heaven 
and a new earth. But this claim is not simply "true or false," it is 
true when it becomes effective truth. This, however, cannot happen 

20. Cf Philipp Stoell "D' V c: d c: 
L ib . ger, Je ernunrt er Kontingenz und die Kontingenz der Vernunft- e1 ruz' the J · h . .r 

. 
0 
ogisc e Konrmgenzwahrung und Komingenzsreigerung," in Vemuri;I, 

~omrngenz rmd Gott. Ko11stellatio11e11 eines offenen Problems, ed. lngolf U. Dalferrh and Philipp 
toe1lger (Tübingen: Mohr, 2000), 73-116. 
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independently of any interpretation. And so the shortcut about the 
question of truth leads back into the complexities of interpretation 
and the entanglement in questions of power. It is thus necessary 
to distinguish and see that interpretation is not ·all there is, even 
though everything is given only in, with and under interpretations. 
Analogously: even if truth is given and accessible only in, with and 
Under interpretations. In order to orientate oneself in the conflicts 
over interpretive power, truth is a critical regulative. But to trace 
the power of an interpretation simply back to its truth would be 
phenomenally blind. And so the question of truth does not resolve 
the complexities that exist between interpretation and power (power 
With its conflicts). 
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